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a b s t r a c t
New families of flux-continuous control-volume distributed finite volume schemes are
presented for the general full-tensor pressure equation arising in porous media and
formulated for structured and unstructured grids. These schemes offer the practical
advantage of being flux-continuous while only depending on one degree of freedom per
control-volume, unlike rival approximations such as the Mixed Finite Element method.M-
matrix bounds are presented, quasi QM-matrices are defined and an optimal quadrilateral
scheme is identified. Anisotropy favoring triangulation is also shown to yield an optimal
scheme. The new schemes prove to be relatively robust for the cases tested, including
strongly anisotropic full tensor fields. Strong oscillations encountered with the earlier
formulations, are removed or minimized.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Approximation of the pressure equation resulting from mass conservation and Darcy’s law requires that the key
physical constraints of continuity in normal flux and pressure be imposed at control-volume interfaces, across which strong
discontinuities in permeability can occur. The derivation of algebraic flux continuity conditions for full tensor discretization
operators has led to families of efficient locally conservative flux-continuous control volume distributed (CVD) finite-
volume schemes for determining the discrete pressure and velocity fields in subsurface reservoirs [1–4]. These schemes
are pointwise continuous and classified by the quadrature parameterization 0 < q ≤ 1. Schemes of this type are also called
multi-point flux approximation schemes orMPFA [5]where focus has been on a scheme that belongs to the abovementioned
family with (q = 1). Further schemes of this type are presented in [6,7]. Coupling of flux-continuous schemes with higher
order convective flux approximations on general grids is presented in [8]. Other schemes that preserve flux continuity such
as the mixed method [9] require additional degrees of freedom.
For strongly anisotropic full-tensor source/sink cases whereM-matrix conditions [1,10] are violated, the earlier families
of pointwise continuous schemes cannot avoid decoupling of the solution which leads to severe spurious oscillations in the
discrete solution. More recently, discretization schemes that improve stability have been presented in [4,11,10,12–14].
Here new families of flux-continuous, locally conservative, finite-volume schemes are presented for solving the general
tensor pressure equation on structured and unstructured grids, extending [10]. The new schemes have full pressure
continuity imposed over control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier point-wise continuous CVD(MPFA) schemes. The
new schemes minimize spurious oscillations in discrete pressure solutions.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the single phase flow problem with respect to the general
tensor pressure equation. Families of Full-Pressure Support (FPS) schemes are introduced in Section 3 for quadrilateral
and triangular grids. The relationship between FPS and control-volume finite element (CVFE) is summarized in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. (a) Local numbering of scheme nine-node support. Dashed line= Control-volume of local cell-vertex node 1 integer coords (i, j) (b) Example grid
cell (i+ 1/2, j+ 1/2) and subcells.
Quadrilateral and triangular gridM-matrix positivity conditions are presented in Section 5 togetherwith optimal anisotropy
favoring schemes. Quasi-positive QM-matrices (beyondM-matrix limits) are introduced in Section 6, the earlier pointwise
continuous triangle pressure support (TPS) schemes [1–4] and new FPS schemes are also contrasted, and key advantages of
FPS over TPS are given. Results are presented in Section 7. Conclusions follow in Section 8.
2. Flow equation and problem description





(K∇φ) · nˆds = m (1)
over an arbitrary volumeΩ , subject to zero normal flux on solid boundary ∂Ω , with nˆ · (K∇φ) = 0, where nˆ is the outward
normal to ∂Ω . For incompressible flow, pressure is specified at at least one point in the domain. The right hand side term
m represents a specified flow rate and ∇ = (∂x, ∂y). Matrix K can be a diagonal or full symmetric Cartesian tensor with
elements Ki,j, that are elliptic with K 212 ≤ K11K22. The tensor can be discontinuous across internal boundaries ofΩ .
The pressure equation is formulated in a general curvilinear coordinate system defined with respect to a uniform
dimensionless (ξ , η) coordinate system. Ω is now chosen to represent an arbitrary control volume comprised of surfaces
that are tangential to constant (ξ , η) respectively, where ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω and nˆ is the unit outward normal.
Spatial derivatives are expressed as φx = J(φ, y)/J(x, y), φy = J(x, φ)/J(x, y) where J(x, y) = xξyη − xηyξ is the Jacobian.
Resolving the x, y components of velocity along the unit normals to the curvilinear coordinates (ξ , η), e.g., for ξ = constant,
nˆds = (yη,−xη)dη gives rise to the general tensor flux components
F = −
∫
(T11φξ + T12φη)dη, G = −
∫
(T12φξ + T22φη)dξ, (2)
where general tensor T = |J|J−1KJ−T with elements given in [1] (Piola transform). The closed integral can be written as∫ ∫
Ω
(∂ξ F˜ + ∂ηG˜)dξdη = 1ξ F +1ηG = m (3)
where, for example,1ξ F is the difference in net flux with respect to ξ and F˜ = T11φξ + T12φη , G˜ = T12φξ + T22φη . Note that
ellipticity of T follows from ellipticity of K . Full tensors can arise from upscaling, unstructured grids and local orientation of
the grid and permeability field.
3. Family of flux-continuous schemes with full pressure support
The families of flux-continuous schemes presented in [1,5] are only continuous in pressure and flux in a pointwise sense.
New classes of cell-centered and cell-vertex schemes are introduced which have continuous pressure support over the
entirety of each control-volume sub-face.
Here, the cell-vertex quadrilateral scheme is presented. The support numbering for the scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a). A
dual control-volume is also indicated in Fig. 1(a) dashed contour. In this formulation, flow and rock variables are assigned to
the vertex control-volumes. The vertex control-volumes are constructed cell-wise, cellmid-points are connected to cell-edge
mid-points and, as a result, each primal cell is partitioned into four subcells. For example, the cell of Fig. 1(b) with vertices
(1, 2, 3, 4) has mid-pointm connected to cell face midpoints (n, s, e, w). Local flux continuity conditions are imposed over
the subcell faces Fig. 2(a) in the primal cell to handle jumps in permeability, with similar procedure to [1]. First interface
pressures (φn, φs, φe, φw) are introduced at the indicated edge positions (n, s, e, w) in Fig. 2(a), these are expressed in terms
of the primary cell vertex pressures via local flux continuity conditions. Full sub-cell face pressure continuity is achieved by
introducing a further interface pressure φm at the common corner m of the four subcells as indicated in Figs. 1(b) and 2(a),
i.e. at the centre of gravity of the primal-cell (for cell-centred see [10]). The set of local interface pressures to be determined
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Fig. 2. (a) Primary Fluxes in grid cell: Solid arrows= N, S, E,W primal-fluxes, auxiliary pressure nodes n, s, e, w,m (b) Example range of auxiliary Control
volumes (dashed) centered onm. (c) Auxiliary control-volume fluxes: hollow arrows.
over the primal-cell is then given byΦf = (φn, φs, φe, φw, φm)T . The extra degree of freedom in pressure φm is determined
by imposing the discrete integral form of Eq. (1) to hold over the primal-cell and is described below.
This approximation enables bilinear support in pressure to be introduced over each subcell so that full pressure continuity
is achieved over the subfaces of each control-volume. The bilinear support retains a degree of freedom in position of flux
continuity on a sub-face, leading to a new family of flux-continuous schemes with full pressure support (FPS) providing a
linear normal flux along each sub-face. Thus a subcell bilinear approximation of pressure and position vector is introduced
locally over each subcell with local parametric coordinates (0 ≤ ξ˜ , η˜ ≤ 1), e.g. for subcell 1 (with corners labeled anti-
clockwise (1, s,m, w)) Fig. 2, pressure φ = (1− ξ˜ )(1− η˜)φ1+ ξ˜ (1− η˜)φS + ξ˜ η˜φM + (1− ξ˜ )˜ηφW fromwhich approximate
derivatives are derived
φξ˜ = (1− η˜)(φs − φ1)+ η˜(φm − φw)
φη˜ = (1− ξ˜ )(φw − φ1)+ ξ˜ (φm − φs) (4)
with an analogous approximation for position vector derivatives. Here upper-case N, S, E,W indicate the flux positions
of the family of schemes on the control-volume sub-faces, Fig. 2(a). Note the interface pressures (φn, φs, φe, φw) remain
attached to the mid-points of the primal grid cell faces. The above approximate derivatives of φ of Eq. (4) (analogous for
r) are used to construct an approximation of Darcy-flux (Eq. (2)) on the subfaces of subcell 1. The other subface fluxes are
similarly approximated. The family of schemes is defined by a symmetric position of flux continuity parameterized by the
local basis function η˜, with respect to pairs of subcell faces. For example let FS denote a flux at a quadrature point that may
either coincide with s or be between s and m, but never coincides with m, i.e. 0 ≤ η˜ < 1. Then discrete flux continuity at
the point S is defined by
FS = −(T 111(1− η˜)(φs − φ1)+ η˜(φm − φw)+ T 112(φm − φs))
= −(T 211(1− η˜)(φ2 − φs)+ η˜(φe − φm)+ T 212(φm − φs)) (5)
where flux is linear in η˜ and discrete T is a function of discrete control-volume geometry and permeability obtained from
normal flux resolution at a subcell face. Analogous subcell approximations are constructed for each of the flux continuity
conditions, leading to four equations per grid-cell.
An additional auxiliary discrete divergence condition (zero away from source/sinks) is used to determine φm. The
divergence free primal-cell condition is added to the four interface continuity conditions for determining Φf . The auxiliary
divergence approximation is defined on an auxiliary control-volume ΩAUX , possible perimeters are shown dot-dashed,
centered on the auxiliary nodem of Fig. 2(b). The resulting five conditions lead to the local algebraic system
FN = −(T11φξ˜ + T12φη˜) |3N = −(T11φξ˜ + T12φη˜) |4N ,
FS = −(T11φξ˜ + T12φη˜) |1S = −(T11φξ˜ + T12φη˜) |2S ,
FE = −(T12φξ˜ + T22φη˜) |2E = −(T12φξ˜ + T22φη˜) |3E,




(K∇Φ) · nˆ1s = 0
(6)
The discrete divergence approximation of the 5th equation in the set of Eq. (6) is constructed with eight fluxes, one per
subface of the auxiliary control-volume. Since the auxiliary control-volume faces lie inside the primary control-volumes
where permeability is piecewise constant, the auxiliary control-volume approximation is based on a CVFE formulation. The
auxiliary control-volume fluxes are parameterized with 0 ≤ p < 1, where p defines the local auxiliary flux quadrature.
Here, we choose p = η˜. The auxiliary control-volume can lie in or on the primal-cell, the actual size is a further degree
of freedom to be chosen, and is parameterized by the variable 0 < c ≤ 1, where c = 1 corresponds to an auxiliary
control-volume thatmatches the primal-cell and as c → 0 the auxiliary control-volume tends to zero. The auxiliary control-
volume fluxes are indicated in Fig. 2(c), with hollow arrows. The auxiliary fluxes and tensors (T) have super-fixes, indicating
the auxiliary subcell and compass suffices indicating position relative to the primal subcell in which they are defined. For
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Fig. 3. (a) Subcells of primary control-volumes (Primary fluxes solid arrows) (b) Example Auxiliary Control volumes (dashed lines) (c) Auxiliary fluxes on
auxiliary dashed sub-faces.
example, referring again to subcell 1 (corners 1, s,m, w), the auxiliary flux F 1N is defined on the top left face of the auxiliary
control-volume subcell (inside subcell 1) by
F 1N = c(−T111(cη˜(φs − φ1)+ (1− cη˜)(φm − φw))− T112(c(φw − φ1)+ (1− c)(φm − φs))) (7)
which is a function of the quadrature and control-volume size parameters η˜ and c respectively, which defines a family of
schemes.
The degrees of freedom of the five equation system Eq. (6) are the five interface pressures Φf = (φn, φs, φe, φw, φm)T
and the four cell-vertex pressuresΦV = (φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4)T . The system of equations is rearranged in the form
F = A5X5L Φf + B5X4L ΦV = A5X5R Φf + B5X4R ΦV
where A5X5L , A
5X5




R 5X4matrices. Since we only require the four fluxes, we let A
4X5
L denote the
first four rows of matrix A5X5L and B
4X4
L denote the first four rows of matrix B
5X4
L .
Then Φf are eliminated and the continuous fluxes of the families of FPS schemes are expressed in terms of the primal
pressuresΦV with:
F = (A4X5L (A5X5L − A5X5R )−1(B5X4R − B5X4L )+ B4X4L )ΦV
where F = (FN , FS, FE, FW )T . Fluxes are then assembled from respective subcells e.g. for a structured grid Fi+1/2,j =
FSi+1/2,j+1/2 + FNi+1/2,j−1/2 on control-volume face i+ 1/2, j, where i+ 1/2, j+ 1/2 is the primal cell in Fig. 1(b), with discrete
divergence Fi+1/2,j − Fi−1/2,j + Fi,j+1/2 − Fi,j−1/2 = m formed at each control-volume i, j.
3.1. Triangle grid FPS schemes
The generalization of the method to triangle grids follows an analogous procedure to the quadrilateral grid method. For
the cell-vertex case, with primary vertex pressuresΦV = (φ1, φ2, φ3)T are defined at the triangle vertices, Fig. 3. There are
now three subcells meeting inside the triangle. An interface pressure is introduced at the mid-point of each triangle edge
and one at the triangle center where the subcells meet so thatΦf = (φn, φs, φe, φm)T . A local bilinear variation in pressure
is introduced over each subcell as before. One flux continuity condition is imposed on each of the three subcell faces leading
to three fluxes F = (FN , FS, FE)T , and zero divergence is applied over a sub-control-volume surrounding the triangle center
of gravity, providing a total of four equations for the four auxiliary pressuresΦf . The resulting system is analogous to Eq. (6)
(with the equation for FW omitted) and the elimination of auxiliary pressures follows an analogous procedure. Assembly of
subcells attached to a common vertex defines the control-volume and the sum of corresponding subface fluxes defines the
discrete Gauss divergence control-volume approximation.
4. Relationship between FPS and CVFE for a spatially constant tensor
For constant coefficients, the quadrilateral flux-continuous FPS and TPS schemes can be mapped onto the more
transparent control-volume finite element CVFE schemes [10]. For a spatially constant general full-tensor field, the CVFE
family can be written as where 0 ≤ η < 1/2. The CVFE family framework includes all possible consistent single parameter
locally conservative constant coefficient nine-point diagonal and full-tensor schemes.
4.1. FPS - CVFE Mapping




where the auxiliary control-volume size tends to zero as c → 0, [10]. This establishes a close correspondence between
the FPS and CVFE families of schemes. Thus, anM-matrix analysis of the CVFE family with coefficients in Table 1 is directly
applicable to the FPS family. The FPS and CVFE families can also be shown to be symmetric positive definite (SPD) for spatially
constant elliptic tensor coefficients with 0 ≤ η < 1/2 (0 ≤ η˜ < 1) [10].
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Table 1
CVFE family coefficients for constant tensor field.
Int coords Coefficients Full tensor
i, j M11 2(T11+ T22)−2η(T11+ T22)
i+ 1, j M12 −T11 + η(T11 + T22)
i+ 1, j+ 1 M13 − 12 η(T11 + T22)− 12 T12
i, j+ 1 M14 −T22 + η(T11 + T22)
i− 1, j+ 1 M15 − 12 η(T11 + T22)+ 12 T12
i− 1, j M16 −T11 + η(T11 + T22)
i− 1, j− 1 M17 − 12 η(T11 + T22)− 12 T12
i, j− 1 M18 −T22 + η(T11 + T22)
i+ 1, j− 1 M19 − 12 η(T11 + T22)+ 12 T12
5. Positivity: Conditions for anM-matrix
A sufficient condition for amaximumprinciple (which can ensure that no spurious extrema occur in the discrete solution)
is that A is anM-matrix (i.e. monotone or positive definite with ai,j ≤ 0, i 6= j).
Well known conditions for anM-matrix are that the diagonal coefficients be positive ai,i > 0 and ai,j ≤ 0, i 6= j and the
matrix be strictly diagonally dominant or weakly diagonally dominant with strict inequality for at least one row, and Amust
be irreducible. For the ith equation, it follows that, away from a source/sink




If A is an M-matrix, by consistency for a constant potential field, it follows from Eq. (9) that each non-specified φi is a
convex average of its connecting neighbors. Thus, each φi is bounded between the maximum and minimum of connecting
neighbors, such a condition is consistent with the absence of spurious oscillations and defines a local discrete maximum
principle. When A is anM-matrix Eq. (9) defines a positive scheme.
5.1. Quadrilateral grid M-matrix conditions
AnM-matrix test is conducted by considering cell-wise assembly of fluxes and performing a cell-wiseM-matrix analysis
(or dual-cell for the cell centered formulation) following [10]. The nine-nodeM-matrix conditions are
|T12| ≤ η(T11 + T22) ≤ min(T11, T22) (10)
and can be verified by inspection of Table 1, where η is a function of quadrature point. One of the essential conditions here
is that
|T12| ≤ min(T11, T22) (11)
which is only sufficient for ellipticity [1] and therefore quite limiting on the range of tensors that are applicable. Tensors that
are elliptic withmin(T11, T22)2 < T 212 ≤ T11T22 violate theM-matrix criteria of Eq. (10) and expose theM-matrix limit. These
conditions now establish the following theorem:
Conditional M-matrix Any single parameter family of consistent locally conservative schemes on or within the 9-point stencil
applied to a constant full-tensor field can only provide a conditional M-matrix subject to Eq. (10). This theorem applies on a
uniform grid of rectangles or parallelograms. Note: FPS schemes are exact for piecewise linear and bilinear fields since the
pressure basis functions are piecewise bilinear.
5.2. Variable support and 7-point schemes
As noted in [1], if, for a constant tensor, we choose quadrature points with
η = |T12|/(T11 + T22) (12)
then an M-matrix is obtained subject to a sufficient condition for ellipticity, i.e. |T12| ≤ min(T11, T22) thus permitting the
maximum M-matrix upper limit on the tensor cross-term. From the CVFE Table 1, then choosing the FPS (or equivalent
CVFE) quadrature point Eq. (12), if the cross-term T12 > 0 for each cell, the 9-point scheme reduces to a 7-point scheme
with upward positive triangle support as indicated in Fig. 4(a), by CVFE Table 1M15 = M19 = 0while the other off-diagonals
are non-positive subject to Eq. (11). Conversely, if T12 < 0 a downward ‘‘negative triangle support’’ is obtained Fig. 4(b), in
this caseM13 = M17 = 0.We note that Eq. (11) is consistentwith the triangle grid schemeM-matrix conditions presented in
[2], also see below.We refer to Eq. (12) as the optimal support condition. Note that, unlike TPS, FPS schemes can be defined via
the optimal quadrature point Eq. (12) for all elliptic tensors. In general, the choice of quadrature defined by Eq. (12) leading
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Fig. 4. (a) positive T12 over contributing grid-cells - right inclined 7 point scheme (b) negative T12 over contributing grid-cells - left inclined 7 point scheme
(c) positive T12 over a grid-cell, control-vol at 2 uses nodes 1, 2, 3 (d) negative T12 over a grid-cell, control-vol at 1 uses nodes 4, 1, 2.
to optimal support yields a scheme that will select a variable support depending upon the local tensor and orientation (sign
of the cross-terms), and is independent of whether the scheme has an M-matrix or not. Exact optimal support relies upon
exact algebraic cancelation. When coefficients vary over the subcells, exact algebraic cancelation is less likely, alternatively
optimal support may be achieved by triangulation according to anisotropy angle [11] or by special case construction [12].
However, approximate optimal support can be obtained via the use of quadrature, and is discussed further in Section 6.
5.3. Triangle grid M-matrix conditions
A cell-wise M-matrix analysis is performed for the triangle grid scheme. Discrete cell-vertex fluxes on a triangle
with interior discontinuous coefficients can always be expressed as a linear combination of edge differences by flux
consistency [15,16], and therefore discrete flux components with respect to vertex 1 can be written as
Fi = −
(
Ti1(φ2 − φ1)+ Ti2(φ3 − φ1)
)
(13)
for i = 1, 2 where Tij are approximate tensor coefficients derived from flux continuity conditions. The net flux contribution
for vertex 1 from the triangle cell faces S and N Fig. 3(a) (where fluxes at S and N are defined by F1 and F2 of Eq. (13)), is then
F = −((T11 + T21)(φ2 − φ1)+ (T12 + T22)(φ3 − φ1)) (14)
fromwhich it follows that anM-matrix with positive diagonal dominance and non-positive off-diagonal coefficients will be
obtained if |T21| < T11 and |T12| < T22, where symmetry of the tensor may be lost in physical space (note strict inequality
will hold for at least one row of theM-matrix due to the Dirichlet condition).
6. Quasi-positive QM-matrices
Definition. A Quasi-M-matrix (QM-matrix) is a matrix that has the minimum of only one unique positive off-diagonal
coefficient that violates theM-matrix conditions, where the matrix would otherwise be anM-matrix.
Herewe consider the casewhere the systemhas noM-matrix and thematrix is notmonotone,with |T12| > min(T11, T22).
Referring to Table 1 since the matrix is symmetric for all η, if the M-matrix conditions are violated, then the minimum
number of violating positive off-diagonals will be two.
By symmetry, we only have to consider the four unique coefficients M12,M13,M14,M15. Without loss of generality, we
consider the casewhere T12 < 0 and suppose that T11 = max(T11, T22), (so T22 = min(T11, T22)) then, by violation of Eq. (11)
and satisfaction of ellipticity, it follows that
T22 < |T12| < T11. (15)
From Table 1 QM-matrices are foundwhere one unique coefficient (two by symmetry) violate theM-matrix conditions over
the two intervals
0 ≤ η ≤ T22/(T11 + T22)
|T12|/(T11 + T22) ≤ η < ηDC (16)
and where discrete solutions are essentially free of spurious oscillations. From Eq. (15), inspection of the four unique coef-
ficients in Table 1 reveals that only M13 > 0 over the first interval of Eq. (16) while only M14 > 0 over the second interval
of Eq. (16). The upper bound of ηDC in the second interval ensures that η never enters the decoupled zone [10] discussed
below. The schemes defined by the quadrature points
ηHI = min(T11, T22)/(T11 + T22)
ηOS = |T12|/(T11 + T22) (17)





Fig. 5. Unique coefficients M12, M13, M14, M15 versus η (quadrature range) (a)M-matrix (b) QM-matrix.
are both optimal over their respective intervals, since they lead to matrices that are both the closest matrices toM-matrices
in pattern, with the minimum number (two due to symmetry) of off-diagonal coefficients that violate the M-matrix con-
ditions, and that the violating coefficients are minimized in magnitude at these points, subject to the constraint that only
one of the four unique off-diagonal coefficients is positive. The optimal support (OS) point ηOS = |T12|/(T11 + T22) is more
attractive since this leads to optimal support that favors the anisotropy of the problem, (see above) and is found to yield
improved results.
Returning to the case where T22 = min(T11, T22), the interval
T22/(T11 + T22) < η < |T12|/(T11 + T22) (18)
connects the aboveminimum positive coefficient intervals of Eq. (16). In this case, two unique off-diagonal coefficients,M13
andM14, are found to be positive. We note that this interval is precisely the reverse of theM-matrix interval of Eq. (10) and
now contains themaximumnumber of offending coefficients (i.e. four by symmetry). However, the four positive coefficients
are always bounded above by the maximum of the coefficients at the optimal points.
We next plot the coefficients M12,M13,M14,M15 against η in Fig. 5(a) first for a case where Eq. (11) is satisfied, and in
Fig. 5(b) for an example where Eq. (11) is violated with T11 = max(T11, T22) and T12 < 0. In the latter (violation) case
T = [2464.360020,−1148.683643,−1148.683643, 536.6399794].
where T = (T11, T12, T21, T22). The intervals in Fig. 5(b) are (i) the first of Eq. (16) i.e. [0, ηHI ], (ii) Eq. (18) i.e. [ηHI , ηOS],
(iii) second of Eq. (16) i.e. [ηOS, ηDC ], (iv) the decoupled (TPS) interval [ηDC , 1/2]. This figure clearly shows that at least one
unique coefficient is always positive, verifying the unconditional loss of anM-matrix in this case. Note theM-matrix interval
[ηOS, ηHI ] in Fig. 5(a) is inverted in Fig. 5(b) due to violation of Eq. (11). The QM-matrices complement the M-matrices so
that the entire elliptic region is covered.
For heterogeneous cases, a locally upscaled tensor is used in each dual-cell to define coefficients for ηOS (Eq. (12)). The
upscaling uses periodic flow response conditions, leading to a local approximate optimal quadrature point (exact if the
tensor is constant over the dual-cell). Note the FPS method is applied to the original fine scale problem.
Note on decoupled approximation. The quadrature point η = 1/2 is a singular point for the above approximations, and
the resulting discretization permits a checker board solution that is strongly oscillatory and decoupled, [10]. For highly
anisotropic full tensors, since the minimum of ηTPS → 1/2 [10], this helps to explain the extreme sensitivity of the earlier
pointwise continuous TPS schemes. In this case, the TPS family belongs to the decoupled (DC) interval ηDC < ηTPS ≤ 1/2.
6.1. QM-Matrices on triangulations
The above analysis also shows that a triangulation of a quadrilateral grid that favors the anisotropy will also lead to a
QM-matrix since the same optimal support is obtained for all elliptic tensors, cf. Fig. 4.
7. Numerical results
A comparison is now presented between the new full pressure support (FPS) formulation and the earlier point-wise
continuous triangular pressure support (TPS) formulation. Both TPS and FPS are exact for piecewise linear test cases.
However, the FPS formulation is also exact for piecewise bilinear test caseswith jumps in full-tensor permeability, consistent
with the FPS subcell bilinear basis functions. FPS convergence behavior has been found to match that of the TPS schemes
for lower anisotropy cases (second order for smoother coefficients, reducing order with severity of roughness). Cases 1 and
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Fig. 6. Contours of homogeneous case - quadrilateral grid. (a) TPS scheme. (b) FPS OS-eps. (c) FPS OS. (d) FPS OS+eps.
Fig. 7. FPS schemeon triangular grid. (a) IllustrativeMeshwith positive angle triangles (against anisotropy). (b) IllustrativeMesh favors negative anisotropy
direction.
2 demonstrate the advantages of the new formulation in terms of minimizing spurious oscillations for highly anisotropic
full-tensor test cases. Results are shown for 65× 65 grids.
Case 1: Planar full-tensor field
The first case involves a uniform anisotropic domain with a point source in the middle of the domain and with Dirichlet
boundary pressure data defined by the Green’s function. A high anisotropy ratio 3000:1 with principal axes oriented at an
angle of−25 degrees to the computational grid leads to a full-tensor field given by
K = [2464.360020,−1148.683643,−1148.683643, 536.6399794] (19)
that violates the M-matrix conditions. Note that the constant tensor coefficient M-matrix analysis is exact in this case for
both TPS and FPS. The first result involves using TPS with q = 1. The TPS pressure solution is shown in Fig. 6(a), with visible
strong spurious oscillations. The quadrature point of Eq. (12) is out of the TPS range.
The family of FPS schemes are investigated. A range of quadrature points have been tested, here we present results for
η = [ηOS − ε, ηOS, ηOS + ε]where ηOS corresponds to the optimal QM-matrix scheme, here ε is defined by 15 percent of ηOS
of Eq. (12).
FPS results are shown in Fig. 6(b–d). The solution resolution sharpens gradually as η increases. For η = ηOS FPS has an
angled 7-point approximation according to local orientation of the full-tensor field. Although a trough forms either side of
the peak, the pressure solutions of Fig. 6(b), (c), (d) are well resolved and practically oscillation free for the above quadrature
range with quite comparable resolution.
The triangular grid results Fig. 7, show good agreement with the quadrilateral FPS results when the triangulation favors
the anisotropy Fig. 7(c) and (d), again leading to an optimal support scheme.
Case 2: Strong discontinuous full-tensor (zigzag) field
In this case, the boundary conditions for the unit domain involve a source and sink placed at diagonally opposite corners
(source bottom right) of the domain together with zero pressure prescribed on all boundary walls. A discontinuous full-
tensor permeability field is defined in three layers and changes direction in anisotropy at one third and two thirds the
way across the domain. The first and third layers are defined by Eq. (19) with negative cross-terms, while the second
layer has K = [2464.360020,+1148.683643,+1148.683643, 536.6399794]. The principal axes are oriented at an angle
of −25,+25,−25 degrees to the computational grid with principal anisotropy ratio of 3000:1, violating the M-matrix
conditions in each layer.
Results are presented for TPS with q = 1 Fig. 8(a). Again, the optimal quadrature of Eq. (12) is out of the TPS range. There
are very strong oscillations in the solution showing clear violation of the maximum principle, as expected.
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(a) TPS. (b) FPS OS-eps. (c) FPS OS. (d) FPS OS+eps.
Fig. 8. Pressure contours — quadrilateral grid: (a) TPS scheme. (b) FPS OS-eps scheme (c) FPS OS scheme. (d) FPS OS+eps scheme.
Fig. 9. (a) Anisotropy favoring triangle grid (b) FPS triangle grid scheme contours.
We now compare with the FPS scheme for the same range of quadrature points as in case 1. A locally upscaled tensor
is used to define the optimal quadrature ηOS Eq. (12) over the grid-cell, which yields a mean tensor for regions where
permeability varies, in this case, along the sub-domain boundaries where permeability is discontinuous. Note the resulting
scheme is applied to the original fine scale problem.
For the optimal support schemeEq. (12), away from thediscontinuities, the tensor is exact and scheme support is reduced,
leading to an optimal angled approximation according to local orientation of the full-tensor field. While oscillations are
present for some quadrature points, they are considerably reduced compared to TPS, and the solution is well resolved. Thus
the FPS formulation yields almost oscillation-free results with a QM-matrix solution for both planar and discontinuous full-
tensor permeability fields.
In general, solution resolution is seen to sharpen with η increasing. Comparable resolution is obtained in the interval
[ηOS − ε, ηOS + ε], Fig. 8(b, c, d).
The triangular grid results Fig. 9(b), again show very good agreement with the quadrilateral FPS results for triangulation
favoring the anisotropy illustrated in Fig. 9(a), again leading to an optimal support scheme.
8. Conclusions
New families of locally conservative flux-continuous, finite-volume schemes are presented for solving the general tensor
pressure equation on quadrilateral and triangular grids. The families of schemes have full pressure continuity imposed across
control-volume faces, in contrast to the earlier point-wise continuous schemes.
The newmethods offer maximum flexibility in range of quadrature. For full-tensor fields with high anisotropy ratios, the
original point-wise continuous schemes fail to satisfy themaximumprinciple, and their limited quadrature range lieswithin
a small neighborhood of the singular decoupled end point of the quadrature interval, leading to strong spurious oscillations
in the solution.
M-matrix positivity conditions define tensor-coefficient dependent quadrature interval limits for obtaining locally
bounded solutions and lead to an optimal support condition. The essential M-matrix condition is that the absolute off-
diagonal tensor-coefficient be bounded by the minimum of the diagonals. M-matrix analysis of the triangle grid scheme
yields analogous conditions consistent with optimal support.
The new FPS schemes are tested on problems involving strong full-tensor anisotropy, where both M-matrix and
monotone matrix conditions are violated. Results for a range of quadrature points show that occurrence of spurious
oscillations in the discrete solution is minimal, provided the quadrature point lies outside of the neighborhood of the
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pointwise continuity schemeswhich are essentially decoupled in this case. Quasi-positiveQM-matrices are introducedwhen
the discrete maximum principle is violated. The optimal support quadrature point is also shown to be optimal with respect
to a QM-matrix.
For regions where the tensor is spatially constant, the optimal support quadrature point yields a scheme that self-adapts
the discretization support locally according to the local orientation of the tensor field and is valid for all elliptic tensors. The
new FPS schemes are shown to share the full CVFE quadrature range for constant tensor coefficients and are SPD in this case.
Tests of quadrature pointswithin 15 percent (or slightlymore) of the optimal point yield results of comparable resolution
to that of the optimal point, with similar sharper resolution. Alternatively, an optimal support scheme can be obtained by
anisotropy favoring triangulation.
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